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captives released into a fairy forest lit by paper lanterns. Along
the wide gently rising slope that forms the final approach to
leyasu's shrine, sellers of sweetmeats and toys had set up their
little stalls. Against the bright lights of the booth the figures of
the passing people stood out in sharp relief—here the fantastic
head-dress of a woman, there the wide mushroom straw hat of a
peasant, or the clear-cut features of a Shinto priest. At the end
of this open space a long flight of monumental steps crowned
with a stone Torii—the ritual arch of Japan—led to the outer
courtyard of the sanctuary. In front of the seven-storied pagoda
with its overhanging roofs and its walls and balconies of scarlet
lacquer, was set a stage, raised and curtained and brilliantly lit
by many lanterns. Before it the crowd stood in silence to watch
the Geisha girls who to the sound of tinkling music posed and
danced in the studied movements of their classic art. The people
overflowed the courtyard on to the great stone stairway above,
with its gate of complicated carvings and its images of red
raging demons, guardians of the shrine within, till the steps
glowed like a vast bouquet of flowers, so full of colour was the
scene. And everywhere as a background rose the trees,
mysterious and immense.
Beyond this gateway lay yet another enclosure. A single row
of inscribed paper lanterns sufficed only to render still more dark
the darkness of the surrounding night. Dull red and black,
except where some stray beam of light fell upon an ornament of
gilded metal, stood the temple buildings, their strange vague
outlines lost in the forest gloom. Then unexpectedly, to the
right, the courtyard opened out, stretching far away to a wide
double flight of grey stone steps. At their summit, raised high
above all the rest—except the trees that seemed to reach to heaven
—stood the Yomei-mon* A blaze of light, its origin concealed,
flooded the great gateway with its intricate mass of white and
gold and dull-black carvings and its dark upturned roofs outlined
in gilded copper. The effulgence that seemed to issue from its
illuminated surface half hid the detail of the carved columns, the
crawling contorted dragons, the angry gaping lions and the mass
of faded gold ornament that supports the overhanging eaves, A
creation of infinite beauty, a triumph of unreality, the Yomei-
mon stood, as if carved in luminous tarnished silver, superbly
elegant against the sombre unlit background of dark forest
trees.
On a great bronze temple-bell a white-robed priest struck the

